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Fresh produce
Self-service scales, with their 
 applications for in-store adver-
tising and information sharing, 
 accelerate the checkout process 
and reduce shrink.

Robust. Intuitive. Reliable. METTLER TOLEDO weighing solutions provide 
high quality, integrative weighing technology for the needs of today  
and the growth of tomorrow. 

Globally active with local roots. METTLER TOLEDO is focused on solving customer problems 
by providing innovative retail technologies that can be integrated into application-specific 
solutions. Perfectly placed people, products and processes add value to your store’s opera-
tions by increasing productivity, boosting profits and enhancing the shopping experience.

METTLER TOLEDO weighing solutions play a key role at each point in your fresh management
process. From goods receiving to checkout, and at each step in between, METTLER TOLEDO
adds value to your operation.

Maximize your employees’ potential and improve your organization’s processes through 
innovative products – that’s the METTLER TOLEDO vision, and serves as the benchmark for 
quality and success. In order to achieve these objectives, METTLER TOLEDO concentrates 
on the following focus zones in grocery retailing:

Service counter
Counter scales enable integrated 
applications ranging from item 
management to product informa-
tion for customers.

Bakery
Weigh price labeling systems 
support high volume baked goods
output for optimal presentation 
in product display cases.

Perfectly Placed Weighing Solutions
for Leading Grocery Retailers
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Checkout
From checkout solutions that fully 
integrate with leading POS and 
scanner platforms, to basic check 
weighing applications, our checkout 
scales offer performance, speed 
and reliability.

Specialty
Solutions for mobile sales points 
include portable compact scales 
with checkout functionality and 
integrated payment systems for 
retail opportunities beyond the 
checkout lane.

Backroom
Weighing, wrapping and 
labeling solutions are designed 
to be robust and easy-to-clean, 
integrate with ERP systems, 
and support traceability and 
nutritional regulations.
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Perfect legibility 
The customer display and touch-
screen impress with their excel-
lent brightness and contrast,  
as well as their low power  
consumption – thanks to the 
standard use of TFT-LED backlight 
displays in all UC Evo Line scales.

More customer information 
Better service. Better advice. 
Discover the wide range of option-
ally available assistance func-
tions, with which the UC Evo Line 
can help your sales team commu-
nicate more effectively with cus-
tomers, such as information on 
allergens or recipe tips.

Ergonomic operations
Intuitive. Hygienic. Versatile. Your 
staff can adjust the angle of the 
easy-to-clean touchscreen to 
their own personal requirements. 
Improved ergonomics for faster 
service and product management.

UC Evo Line
Innovative. Open. Ergonomic.

What makes the UC Evo Line of PC touchscreen scales really stand out  
is its innovative, reddot award-winning design. The Evo Line helps you  
secure successful sales.

UC Evo Line range of scales
The UC Evo Line combines the 
latest developments in weighing 
technology with touchscreen con-
venience and open PC technology. 
It paves the way for efficient inven-
tory management.

• Intuitive touchscreen operation
• Visual sales promotion
• Central management of scales 

and contents
• Easy networking
• Open to applications from  

third-party suppliers
• Sustainable technology

Tailored performance
UC Evo Line range of scales:

• UC Evo Star Line –  
the entry-level model in  
the touchscreen class.  
The UC Evo Star Line combines 
touchscreen convenience with fast 
weighing and service operations. 
The ideal choice for speciality 
stores and smaller retail stores.

• UC Evo Max Line – for the 
strictest requirements.  
Scales for the most extensive 
ranges of fresh goods and CPU-
intensive applications, such as 
multimedia sales promotions.

• UC Evo Max VCO Line –  
the ultimate in performance 
and compatibility. 
The convenience of touchscreen 
scales, plus unparalleled freedom 
and flexibility for integration of 
your third-party software into the 
existing network architecture.
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Flexible customer display 
Adapt the angle and height of the 
customer display to your individual 
sales environment. This allows 
your customers to keep all article 
and weighing information in view, 
and you can upload advertising/
promotions to the display.

Visual sales promotion 
Create incentives to buy and generate 
additional sales – with advertising 
that catches the customer's attention 
in the form of visual sales 
promotions and cross-selling 
campaigns on your UC Evo Line 
scale's vivid customer display.

Sustainable technology 
All UC Evo Line scales come with 
energy saving modes, which can 
be set using the software, and 
operate without a fan. Waste heat 
is dissipated via the aluminum 
housing. Benefit from a hygienic 
choice: No ventilation slots 
to accumulate dirt.

Equipment UC Evo Star Line UC Evo Max Line UC Evo Max VCO Line

TFT touchscreen • • •

Customer display (standard) TFT, LED backlight TFT, LED backlight TFT, LED backlight

Resolution of 5.7" customer display 320 x 240 pixels 640 x 480 pixels 640 x 480 pixels

Resolution of 12.1" customer display - 800 x 600 pixels* 800 x 600 pixels

Operator display (standard) TFT, LED backlight TFT, LED backlight TFT, LED backlight

Resolution of operator display 800 x 600 pixels 800 x 600 pixels 800 x 600 pixels

CPU power AMD LX800  
(500 MHz)

Intel(R) AtomTM Dual Core
D2550 1.86 GHz

Intel(R) AtomTM Dual Core
D2550 1.86 GHz

RAM 256 MB** 2 GB 2 GB

Mass storage 4 GB CF 250 GB HD*** 250 GB HD***

Multimedia applications o o o

Cross-merchandising o o o

Third party applications - o o

Compatible operating systems POSReady Windows Embedded 7, 
Linux (on request)

Windows Embedded 7, 
Linux (on request)

Interfaces 2x USB2.0, 1x serial, LAN, cash register drawer WLAN optional  
(802.11 a/b/g)

•  available    o optionally available   - not available /  *  1280 x 1024 pixels with 17" display on the UC Evo Max Line GLT-M  
self-service scale /  **   optional upgrade from 256 MB to 512 MB  /  *** optional upgrade to 32 GB solid state hard disk

Further Information: 
UC Evo Line brochure available at 

 www.mt.com/retail-evoline
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Overview of Models

UC-HTT-M*/*** counter scale
High-end touchscreen scale for 
service counters. Large, vivid 
12.1" customer display, ideal for 
impressive visual sales promotions 
at the point-of-decision.

UC-CTT-M**** compact scale
Perfect combination: The UC-CTT-M 
combines the ergonomics of 
a compact scale with all the 
advantages of a large customer 
display for visual sales promotion 
at the point-of-decision.

UC-HT-M*/**/*** counter scale
High-performance all-round talent, 
which brings touchscreen operator 
convenience, as well as the versa-
tility and functionality of the UC Evo 
Line, to your fresh counter.

UC-HWT-M hanging scale
Rugged hanging scale, ideal for the 
fish counter – or as a space-saving 
self-service/counter scale wherever 
space is at a premium.

UC-CT-M*/** compact scale
Flat compact scale for service 
counters, prepacking, and staffed 
self-service areas. Its slimline 
design allows easy access 
to  articles on the fresh counter.

UC-HWTT-M hanging scale
Makes you want to know more. 
Visual sales promotion with 
 UC-HWTT-M at the fresh produce 
counter – crystal clear and 
impressive thanks to the large 12.1" 
customer display.

* also available as a UC Evo Max VCO Line model; ** also available as a UC Evo Star Line model; *** available in black and silver;
**** optional rotating customer display
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UC-GTT-M*/**/***  
self-service scale
Interactive touchscreen operator 
convenience for fast self-service 
weighing. Intuitive and clearly laid 
out – customer-oriented self-service 
convenience.

UC-SPCT-M** compact scale
Focus on what matters: Flat com-
pact scale – without separate 
customer display – with a fast 
label printer for displaying prices 
of  prepacked goods.

UC-GLT-M*** self-service scale
Self-service scale with extra large 
17" touchscreen in portrait format.  
Perfect for using the scale as 
an information terminal and 
for powerful advertising during 
quiet periods.

UC-CDDT-M** weighing terminal
Compact weighing terminal con-
nection option for external weighing 
platforms – whether for large vol-
umes in sales or in goods receiving 
departments.

Labeling Green
Food retailers who use METTLER TOLEDO 
Labeling Green labels send out a clear message 
that sustainability and risk prevention matter 
to them. METTLER TOLEDO Labeling Green labels 
are entirely phenol-free and instead make use 
of natural components. They provide a lasting 
solution for preventing the potential health risks 
to cashiers and customers that phenols present. 

Less wear and tear on the thermal print heads 
used on scales and labeling systems is another 
reason why Labeling Green labels are a winning 
choice. The exceptionally thin carrier film allows 
more labels to fit on a roll – meaning fewer roll 
changes and resulting in time savings.

Advantages
• A healthier solution for your personnel
•  Better for the environment: FSC-certified, carrier 

film fully recyclable
• Subjects your equipment to less wear
•  Fast delivery thanks to local production
• More appealing product presentation
• Complete marketing solution
• Flexible to meet customers' needs

Labeling Green labels are available in a whole 
range of designs – for example, they can be 
delivered pre-printed in color with high-resolution 
images and logos.

 www.mt.com/retail-labels
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Model Prepack Service counter Self-service area Order number

UC-HTT-M xx xxx xx 22021900

UC-HTT-M Black xx xxx xx 22021905

UC-HTT-M VCO xx xxx xx 22024600

UC-HTT-M VCO Black xx xxx xx 22024605

UC-HT-M xx xxx xx 22021910

UC-HT-M Black xx xxx xx 22021915

UC-HT-M VCO xx xxx xx 22024610

UC-HT-M VCO Black xx xxx xx 22024615

UC-HT-S xx xxx xx 22021840

UC-CT-M xx xxx xx 22021930

UC-CT-M VCO xx xxx xx 22024630

UC-CT-S xx xxx xx 22021860

UC-CTT-M xx xxx xx 22021940

UC-HWT-M xx xxx xx 22021970

UC-HWTT-M xx xxx xx 22021820

UC-GTT-M xx – xxx 22021920

UC-GTT-M Black xx – xxx 22021925

UC-GTT-M VCO xx – xxx 22024620

UC-GTT-M VCO Black xx – xxx 22024625

UC-GTT-S xx – xxx 22022850

UC-GLT-M xx – xxx 22022500

UC-GLT-M Black xx – xxx 22022550

UC-SPCT-M xxx – xx 22021950

UC-SPCT-S xxx – xx 22021870

UC-CDDT-M** xx xx – 22021960

UC-CDDT-S** xx xx – 22021880

Overview of models*

Size Technology Color Model Order number

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand Color CT-M 22022874

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand* Color CT-M 22022875

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand Color ** CT-S 22022876

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand* Color ** CT-S 22022877

12.1 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand* Color CTT-M 22022210

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight Color CDDT-M 22022843

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand Color CDDT-M 22022689

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand* Color CDDT-M 22022698

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight Color ** CDDT-S 22022842

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand Color ** CDDT-S 22022699

5.7 inch TFT display, LED backlight on stand* Color ** CDDT-S 22022700

* Rotatable ** (256 colors)

Optional customer display

*-M = UC Evo Max Line / * S = UC Evo Star Line; xxx ideally suited / xx suitable / – not suitable
Suitability depends on printer type selected.
**Terminal with connection port for external weighing platform
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Specifications
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*  does not apply to the CDDT-M/S weighing terminals for connecting external 
weighing platforms

** not available for HWT-M, HWTT-M hanging scales

Weighing range Graduation Order number

6 kg 2 g, Single Range Standard

3/6 kg** 1/2 g, Dual Range 22016201

15 kg 5 g, Single Range 22016203

6/15 kg 2/5 g, Dual Range 22016204

30 kg** 5g, Single Range 22016205

Article Order number

Flash player (POS ready) 22016038

Flash player 
(retrospective licensing)

22016039

Article Order number

IFO-UC3-2 interface  22016467

Weighing range*

Multimedia/ 
web support

External  
weighing platform*

* available for all UC-CDDT weighing terminals

Model range Memory Order number

UC Evo Star Line RAM upgrade from 256 MB to 512 MB  22014605

UC Evo Max Line 320 GB solid state disk mass storage  22021944

UC Evo Max Line GLT-M 320 GB solid state disk mass storage  22022429

UC Evo Max VCO Line 320 GB solid state disk mass storage 22022127

Hardware upgrades

Bracket for  
hanging balances

Article Order number

Stainless steel bracket 00208885

Black bracket 00204400
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Rugged. Reliable. Durable.

A highly convenient weighing experience in combination  
with a tactile user interface. The bC range of scales combines  
state-of-the-art weighing technology with tried and tested 
keyboard operation and extensive functionality.

bC range of scales 
The bC range of scales impresses 
with its fast weighing procedures, 
versatile equipment options, 
and exemplary ease-of-use – 
whether at the sales counter, 
during prepacking, or self-service 
weighing.

• Large range of models 
and  functions

• Modular device concept
• High level of compatibility
• Robust, stainless steel 

 weighing platform
• Rugged, jolt-resistant housing
• Ergonomic operation
• Contemporary design

In-store advertising
These make ideal sales promotion 
clips when the display is not 
 otherwise in use. Scrolling texts 
and multi-line moving advertising 
images, which you can use 
to make your customers aware 
of the latest special offers on 
the customer display of your 
bC scales.

Professional advice 
Does the customer have 
questions about the product? 
On request, your employees can 
have a range of guide texts on the 
bC scales available at the touch 
of a button with information for 
the consumer, such as recipe 
tips, notes of allergens, and 
nutritional advice.

Convenient data management
No more unnecessary, repeti-
tive tasks, as everything is shown 
in one overview. Whether price 
changes, synchronizing with the 
goods management system, 
or automatically totaling the reve-
nue of all scales: Networking  
your bC scales saves you time 
and money.

Scales for all applications  
and requirements
Choosing the bC range of scales 
provides you with a versatile, high-
performance solution from a single 
source – with perfect connection 
to inventory management and 
accounting systems. This saves 
you a great deal of time and work, 
whether maintaining your master 
data or cashing up in the evening.
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Maximum number of networked scales 64

Customizable functions  •

Self-service mode •

Automatic/manual price labeling •

Memory (standard)  4 MB

Expandable memory 

Discount functions 

Wireless networking 

Cash register function 

USB memory function •

Dot matrix display

Ticket/label double printer

Linerless printer

•  Standard      o   Optional      

bC equipment

Vivid display 
High-contrast, glare-free, and easy 
to read under the most diverse 
lighting conditions: the high-grade, 
durable bC scale displays. 
Plain text instead of abbreviations  
in the article display – plus option-
ally available, high-resolution dot 
matrix displays for graphics such 
as company logos*.

Hygienic Light Touch keyboard 
Easy to label and removable for 
easy cleaning: All bC scales use 
the tried and tested, durable 
 METTLER TOLEDO Light Touch 
keyboard. This keyboard offers 
the same kind of haptic feedback 
as a traditional keyboard, but does 
not suffer from mechanical wear.

Fast data synchronization
Fast, practical – and very afford-
able. The USB memory function 
allows you to copy article prices 
or configurations from a master 
scale to other scales using a USB 
stick. You do not need a separate 
PC or advanced computer skills 
to do this.

* for HD resolution, see image; 
for standard definition, see p. 12
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Overview of Models

bC-U2b counter scale
The versatile all-rounder at the 
service counter. Thanks to the 
double printer, switchover between 
labeling and sales is simple with 
no paper changing involved. 
Quiet times can be used for 
convenient price labeling.

bC-H2 hanging scale
More space for your product ranges, 
ideally suited to fish counters. 
This unit's slimline design allows 
you to maintain constant eye con-
tact with the customer, while also 
offering ergonomic printout of sales 
slips below shoulder level to prevent 
sleeves from getting wet.

bC-U3b self-service scale
Self-service scale with large 
keyboard for fast article selection. 
Extremely versatile, with keyboard 
layouts featuring 25, 50, or 
100 keys as standard. Pictograms 
can also be stored.

bC-R2b weighing/ 
cash register terminal
Multifunctional. Convert the bC-R2B 
terminal into a scale for up to 
6,000 kg with an external load  
plate – or create a high-perfor-
mance cash register environment 
with the cash register software.

bC-C2b compact scale
Flat design, which takes up mini-
mal space: The bC-C2b compact 
scale is small enough to not create 
a visual barrier between you and 
your customers, yet provides your 
staff with swift access to products 
on the sales counter. Also ideal for 
staffed self-service areas.
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Model Prepacking Service counter Self-service 
area

Cash register Order number

bC-U2b xxx xxx x xxx 22021580

bC-C2b xxx xxx xx xx 22021590

bC-R2b xxx xx – xxx 22021620

bC-U3b – – xxx – 22021600

bC-H22 – xxx xx – 22019205

Overview of models

Model Order number

bC models with segmented display (APPL 3) 22016031

bC models with dot matrix display (APPL 6) 22021601

Note: 8 MB memory recommended due to storage of fiscal data

Model Memory size Order number

bC upgrade 4 MB to 8 MB 22016032

Model Display Order number

bC-U2b Dot matrix display 22021589

bC-C2b Dot matrix display 22021614

bC-R2b Dot matrix display 22021652

bC-U3b Dot matrix display 22021611

Weighing range Graduation Display Order number

6/15 kg 2/5 g, Dual Range Segment Standard

15 kg 5 g, Single Range Segment 22019134

6/15 kg 2/5 g, Dual Range Dot matrix 22019175

15 kg 5 g, Single Range Dot matrix 22019176

Cash register functions

Master data memory

Optional display

bC-H2 hanging scale

xxx  very well suited
xx   suitable
x    only suitable for self-service areas in combination with a label or linerless printer

Weighing range Graduation Order number

6/15 kg 2/5 g, Dual Range Standard

3/6 kg 1/2 g, Dual Range 22016021

15 kg 5 g, Single Range 22017252

30 kg 5 g, Single Range 22016019

Weighing range*

*   does not apply to the bC-R2b weighing terminal for connecting external weighing platforms and bC-H22  
hanging scales

Further Information: 
bC Line brochure available at

 www.mt.com/retail-bc
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Equipment Options

Whether wireless networking or fast switching between sales and price 
labeling of goods for the self-service shelf. With METTLER TOLEDO, 
you can customize your UC Evo Line and bC scales to meet your unique 
requirements.

Versatile printer options
METTLER TOLEDO offers you 
a large number of options for 
ticket, label, and linerless printing. 
Design and development of 
complex label layouts possible 
with special software including 
a  variety of format templates.

Multifunctional double printer
One device – two applications:  
The double printer available for  
the UC Evo Line and bC scales 
allows your staff to quickly and 
easily switch between counter 
service and prepacking. This 
 prevents time-consuming reel 
changes between tickets and 
labels, allowing quiet periods 
to be used efficiently for price 
labeling of self-service goods.

Wireless networking
The optionally available wireless 
solution provides you with new 
freedom for fresh produce sales. 
Mobile sales and market stands 
benefit from a high degree of net-
working convenience – eliminat-
ing the need for cables and the 
potential tripping hazards associ-
ated with this. Also ideally suited 
for sales campaigns and special 
offer areas, as well as for all 
areas in the store where LAN 
cables are not available.
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Ticket printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width bC-U2b, bC-C2b, bC-R2b Standard

Label printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width bC-U3b, bC-H22 Standard

54 mm printing width bC-U2b, bC-C2b, bC-R2b 22016028

Double printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width bC-U2b 22018516

Linerless printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width bC-U2b, bC-C2b, bC-R2b 22016486

bC printer options

UC Evo Line Order number

WLAN adapter HT**  22021821

WLAN adapter CT*** 22021822

WLAN adapter HW**** 22021823

WLAN adapter*  

Printer options 
UC Evo Line

Ticket printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width HTT-M/VCO, HT-M/S/VCO, CT-M/S/VCO, 

CTT-M, CDDT-M/S, HWT-M, HWTT-M,  

HWT-M, HWTT-M

Standard

Label printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width GTT-M/S/VCO, GLT-M, SPCT-M/S Standard

54 mm printing width CT-M/S/VCO, CTT-M, CDDT-M/S 22021832

54 mm printing width HTT-M/VCO, HT-M/S/VCO 22021828

72 mm printing width HWT-M, HWTT-M 22022151

72 mm printing width CT-M/S/VCO, CTT-M, SPCT-M/S, CDDT-M/S, 22021833

Double printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width HTT-M/VCO, HT-M/S/VCO,  

GTT-M/S/VCO, GLT-M 

22021829

Linerless printer Model Order number

54 mm printing width HTT-M/VCO, HT-M/S/VCO,  

GTT-M/S/VCO, GLT-M

22021831

54 mm printing width CT-M/S/VCO, CTT-M, SPCT-M/S, CDDT-M/S 22021834

54 mm printing width HWT-M, HWTT-M 22022152

XL printer* Model Order number

Linerless second label HTT-M

Please get in touch with your METTLER TOLEDO contact for further information, 
for example on WLAN encryption 
For the counter and self-service scales HT-M/S, HTT-M, GTT-M/S, GLT-M
For the HWT-M and HWTT-M hanging scales
For scales in the UC Evo Max VCO Line

*

**
***
****

*  On request/Not available in all countries
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Benefit from Increased Profitability

Perfect processes for perfect results: Unlock the full performance 
potential of your METTLER TOLEDO scales with our powerful range 
of software applications.

Weighing – and more! The portfolio of software and applications offered by METTLER TOLEDO 
provides you with tailor-made functionality, whether for everyday sales on the fresh produce 
counter or behind the scenes when integrating the weighing technology into the processes 
of your inventory management system.

UC3 software
Interactive touchscreen menu navi-
gation, support for all common 
image formats, browser integration, 
seamless integration of custom 
applications, convenient data man-
agement: UC3 software, the scale 
software for the UC Evo Star Line 
and UC Evo Max Line model 
ranges, perfectly combines opera-
tor convenience and functionality. 

bC software
bC software is the scale software 
for METTLER TOLEDO bC scales. 
Beside functions for counter sales, 
inventories, prepacking, and self-
service weighing, the bC software 
also comes as standard with basic 
functions for supporting your sales 
personnel in advising customers, 
as well as for displaying advertis-

ing on the devices' customer 
screens.

Cash register functionality 
Take payment directly where you 
serve customers: Develop your 
METTLER TOLEDO weighing tech-
nology into a high-performance 
complete solution for weighing and 
taking payment with the cash 
 register software available for the 
UC Evo Line and bC. This not only 
saves time and space, but also 
simplifies and accelerates your 
operational procedures – so that 
customers avoid unnecessary 
 waiting times for their goods.

Fresh Gate
For optimum connections in the 
store: METTLER TOLEDO Fresh Gate 
is the solution for connecting your 

scales and prepacking equipment 
to the IT infrastructure employed 
by your company and its stores/
branches. Fresh Gate acts as 
a central data hub for exchanging 
article master data and transaction 
data between all connected sys-
tems and impresses both with its 
minimal integration/operation costs 
and high degree of security.

UC3 Image Library 
In the right light: With the 
optional UC3 Image Library, 
METTLER TOLEDO provides you 
with an extensive library of fresh 
produce images for the operator 
interface of your UC Evo Line self-
service scales.
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Optional  
applications

Prepacking bC software UC3 software

Automatic or manual weighing with or without 

pushbutton

• •

Batch mode • •

Re-weighing • •

Price re-calculation with label • •

Total amount or second label • •

Service counter

Rapid service • •

Continual service • •

Live ticket – •

Price labeling • •

Sliding scale price functionality • •

Comprehensive cancelation functions • •

Comprehensive taring options • •

Item-related functions • •

High-volume sales • •

Cash register functions o o

Interface for cash register drawer • •

Inventory functions (various types of inventory) • •

Interactive menu navigation – •

Freely configurable reporting • •

Online help • •

Info and guided texts • •

Proof of origin • o

Promotions • o

Cross-merchandising with partner applications – o

Flash animations – o

Ticket forwarding – o

Interface for electronic cash – o

Money weighing (counting) – o

Payback* – o

EU 1169/2011-compliant labeling • •

GDPdU-compliant fiscalization o o

• standard     o optional     – not available
*  Only available under special conditions; please get in touch with your contact 

at METTLER TOLEDO to find out more.

Counting money 
Coin counting using the 
scale based on the 
weight of the coins, 
notes counted by hand.

Promotions 
Application and adminis-
tration of rules for dis-
counts (weight, price, 
bonus points, time frame). 
The discount is shown on 
the display and printed  
on the sales ticket.

Proof of origin 
For traceability of foods 
such as beef as per EU 
law. The data on the 
 origin of the meat is 
printed on the label and 
saved in the TAF server.

Cash register function
Supports many different 
processes performed at 
small stores, including 
taking payment directly 
at the scales (as per the 
fiscal system).

Ticket forwarding
Automatic forwarding 
of tickets from the scale 
to a customer server 
(e.g. cash register 
server) as an 
xml-coded file.

Functions and performance features
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Fresh Gate Application Order number

Fresh Gate license for 1 server* 22022364

Fresh Gate license for 25 servers* 22022365

Fresh Gate license for 500 servers* 22022366

Unlimited Fresh Gate license* 22022367

* including a 1-year maintenance contract

Application Order number

Fresh Gate rental for 1 server* 22022520

Fresh Gate rental for 25 servers* 22022521

Fresh Gate rental for 500 servers* 22022522

Unlimited Fresh Gate rental* 22022523

* annual, including maintenance contract

Maintenance Order number

Fresh Gate maintenance contract for 1 server 22022370

Fresh Gate maintenance contract for 25 servers 22022371

Fresh Gate maintenance contract for 500 servers 22022372

Unlimited Fresh Gate maintenance contract 22022373
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bC range of scales Application/software Order number

Standard software  

(counter sales/self-service/prepacking)

Included as standard

Standard software for matrix display 

(counter sales/self-service/prepacking)

Included as standard

Cash register application for 

segmented display

(counter sales/cash register/prepacking)

22016031

Cash register application for matrix display 

(counter sales/cash register/prepacking)

22021601

UC Evo Line range of scales Application/software Order number*

UC3 standard software Included as standard**

Ticket forwarding option 22010811

Proof of origin option 22010812

Promotions option 22014291

Cash register function option 22016096

EC Terminal option*** 22016281 

Money weighing option (counting) 22016299

UC3 Image Library Please get in touch with 

your contact

Option of GDPdU-compliant fiscalization* 22024027 

*     Order number for subsequent licensing only; otherwise included in option for cash 
register function 

**   for all models in the UC Evo Star Line and UC Evo Max Line
*** only available in Germany
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Fresh Look Promoter
Professional Advertising at the POS
Increase margins. Boost revenue. Discover the versatility and persuasive power 
of visual sales promotions on your counter scale with the METTLER TOLEDO 
Fresh Look Promoter application – with text, images, animations, and videos. 

Fresh Look Promoter provides you 
with the platform for professional 
sales promotion on the customer 
screens of your scales, which 
you can either design yourself or 
commission agencies to design for 
you. In addition to this, you have 
the option of uploading your Fresh 
Look Promoter content to further 
digital signage displays, such 
as large screens behind the 
sales counter.

Advantages
• For an enhanced shopping 

experience
• Emotional customer communica-

tion during the point-of-decision
• Increased sales through 

more impulse purchases
• Intensified customer loyalty
• Enhancement of your fresh 

 produce ranges
• Support for cross-selling 

and special offers
• Differentiation from competitors
• No printing or posting costs for 

advertisements

Fresh Look Promoter is consistently 
geared toward ease-of-use. 
As such, you can quickly and 
easily create campaigns based 
on practical templates, and content 
is fast and easy to manage/update. 
Click, drag, drop – Setting up your 
program and specifying the 
sequence of slideshows could 
hardly be any easier.

Application Number of clients Order number

Fresh Look Promoter server license 10/25/50 22021206/07/08

Fresh Look Promoter server maintenance 
contract (annual)

10/25/50 22019264/65/66

Fresh Look Promoter server hosting (annually) 10/25/50 clients 22019255/56/57

Fresh Look Promoter server installation 
(one-off)

22019273

Fresh Look Promoter player license per scale 22020840

Fresh Look Promoter player maintenance 
(annual) 

22020841

Fresh Look Promoter Starter Kit 22022536

Fresh Look Promoter*

*   further licensing options and upgrades available on request

Fresh Look Promoter  
Image Library
The Starter Kit from the Fresh Look 
Promoter Image Library provides 
you with an extensive library of 
professional images for digital 
advertising on the customer screen 
of your scale. The library includes 
images from meat, cold cut, 
and cheese ranges. 

 www.mt.com/retail-freshpromoter
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Fast. Flexible. Sustainable.

Professionalize the way you present your products and your company with 
high-grade labels: METTLER TOLEDO provides you with full-scope support 
in labeling prepacked articles for your self service areas – from fast price 
labelers, all the way up to sustainable Labeling Green labels.

Attention-grabbing, informative, image-boosting. Modern price labeling employs multi-
functional labels – to support brand messages, convey advertising messages, and provide 
consumer information. High-grade labeling generates revenue-boosting advertising and 
sales impulses, making your company and product range really stand out.

Etica 4400i automatic price 
labeler
The Etica 4400i automatic price 
labeler can process 30 packs 
per minute. The intuitive menu navi-
gation makes it quick and easy for 
users to set up articles themselves, 
as well as develop and adjust label 
layouts. Any necessary changes can 
be made on the touchscreen in just 
a few simple steps.
 

Further Information:  
Etica 4400i brochures 
available at

 www.mt.com/retail-etica

Model Weighing range Graduation Order number

Etica 4400i ELIXA* 6/12 kg 2/5 g 29299119

Etica 4400i  

Waldyssa**

6/12 kg 2/5 g 29299126

Etica 4400i automatic price labeler

*   For integration into ELIXA PLUS and ELIXA MEGA (Automac packaging systems)
** For integration into W33/W36/W38 (Waldyssa packaging systems)

The Etica 4400i was specifically 
designed to offer a compact foot-
print and the greatest possible inte-
gration compatibility. This allows 
it to be effortlessly integrated into 
both existing and new packaging 
machines. Labeling is performed 
using a stamp system, which 
applies labels to the products 
using light pressure. No external 
compressed air is required. External 
printers and portable barcode 
readers are available as options. 
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 www.mt.com/retail-etica

Etica 3300 
manual price labeler
The Etica 3300 manual price 
labeler offers comprehensive 
functionality in a compact design. 
The intuitive menu navigation 
makes it quick and easy for users 
to set up articles, as well as 
develop and adjust label layouts. 
A simple connection to the network 
and a barcode scanner converts 
the Etica 3300 into a modern, 
compact prepacking device for 
entry into the world of professional 
price labeling.

Model Weighing range Graduation Order number

Etica 3300-C 6/15 kg  2/5 g, Dual Range 29299135

Etica 3300-C 12 kg 2 g, Single Range 29299171

Etica 3300-C 30 kg 5 g, Single Range 29299172

Etica 3300-C LP No weighing cell – 29299173

Etica 3300-H 6/15 kg 2/5 g, Dual Range 29299160

Accessories Order number

Metrologic handheld barcode scanner 29299049

Etica 3300 price labeler

Further Information:
Etica 3300 brochures available at

Etica 3300-C
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Speed is the Key
Anyone looking to implement weighing at the checkout requires 
solutions which are fast, space-saving, and fit in seamlessly with their 
existing store concept. This helps guarantee first-class service for 
customers in the sensitive cash register area.

METTLER TOLEDO checkout scales are easy to install and network – fitting in seamlessly with the cash register 
systems of all familiar market vendors. Extending cash registers to include the VCODisp virtual display provides 
additional convenience and customer service in the checkout area. 

Ariva-B-D7 
with Datalogic  
Magellan™ 9800i

Ariva-B-D5 
with Motorola MP6000

Ariva-B-N3 
with NCR RealScan™ 7874

Ariva range of checkout scales – 
for the strictest requirements
The dual-interval weighing modules 
in the Ariva-B range for installation 
in bi-optic scanners are the ideal 
solution for retailers with a wide 
range of goods who require maxi-
mum loads of up to 15 kg, but also 
very fine weight resolutions for light-
weight, high-priced goods. Thanks 
to their rugged design, which pro-
vides extremely effective protection 
for the internal components from 
both dirt and liquids, the weighing 
modules in the Ariva-B range can 
handle even the toughest require-
ments in day-to-day cash register 

• Large weighing range –  
higher weight resolution for 
lightweight goods

• Uniform software –  
simplified connection to cash 
 register systems

• Added flexibility for store 
designs – thanks to diverse  
display options

• Easy installation – purchasing and 
integration from a single source

operations. With Ariva checkout 
scales, price and weight details can 
be shown on separate scale dis-
plays, and also on the cash register 
monitor when using the VCODisp 
software application – which offers 
you greater freedom to design 
a customer-oriented cash register 
area. The Ariva range for weighing at 
cash registers encompasses weigh-
ing modules for installation in bi-
optical scanners (Ariva-B), scales 
for integration of horizontal scanners 
(Ariva-H), as well as standalone 
scales without scanner (Ariva-S).
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Model Order number

Ariva-B-D5 with Datalogic Magellan™ 8300/8400 22022620

Ariva-B-D7 with Datalogic Magellan™ 9800i 22022610

Ariva-B-N3 with NCR RealPOS™ 7874 22022590

Ariva-B-H4 with Honeywell Stratos® 2700 22022605

Ariva-H with Datalogic Magellan™ 3300HSi on request

Ariva-H with Honeywell Horizon® MS 7600 on request

Ariva-H with NCR RealScan™ 7884 on request

Ariva-H with Symbol LS7808 on request

Ariva-S 22022607

Model Names and 
Supported Scanners

Fast Weighing Processes
Ariva checkout scales guarantee 
retailers perfect customer service, 
thanks to their exceptional transac-
tion speed. This means fast weigh-
ing processes without wait times in 
the critical area around the cash 
register, and a system that is easy 
for your sales personnel to use.

Robust Design
Checkout scales must meet the 
demand for accurate and precise 
weighing and stand up to the harsh 
conditions in the checkout lane. 
The inner workings and weighing 
mechanism of Ariva checkout scales 
are effectively protected from dirt 
and liquids by the robust design.

Sustainable Technology
Ariva checkout scales are highly eco-
nomical when it comes to power con-
sumption. This certainly pays off – 
and is also good for the environment. 
Set the perfect example of strategies 
for enhancing sustainability in the 
cash register area – the benefits of 
Ariva checkout scales make it easier 
for retailers to decide where to invest.

METTLER TOLEDO's Ariva line offers optimum-performance checkout scales for 
discerning retailers.
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Well Structured. Easy to Read. 
The Ariva family of checkout scales offers a variety of options in terms 
of price, weight and item display, enabling retailers to adapt checkout 
scales to the requirements of their cash register area. All Ariva display 
options are compatible with the models in the Ariva family.

VCODisp Virtual 
Checkout Display
The VCODisp software 
module creates addi-
tional freedom and 
brings more clarity to the 
critical cash register 
area. The cash register 
and weighing information 
are shown on the cash 
register monitor at the 
same time – doing away 
with the need for a sepa-
rate weighing display in 
the cash register area. 
A whole range of options 
is available for adapting 
the layout, position, 
and color of the display 
in line with corporate 
design specifications. 

Four-Line Price and 
Weight Display
The customer can imme-
diately see how much 
they are spending after 
each item is scanned: 
The price-computing 
display clearly lists the 
weight, unit price, and 
amount. The large num-
bers on the anti-glare 
backlit display ensure 
easy readability and the 
screen switches off when 
unused to save energy.

Single-Line 
Weight Display
The display without price 
computing enhances the 
Ariva checkout scale with 
a single-line weight-only 
display showing weighing 
information. Large num-
bers, an anti-glare display 
screen, and a backlit 
display – which switches 
off when unused to save 
energy – ensure good 
readability.

Convenient Display
The alphanumeric display 
featuring LCD technology 
boosts customer confi-
dence and is convenient 
for customers to use, 
as it shows the item 
name as well as the 
weight, unit price, and 
amount. Its diverse 
installation and upgrade 
options make it particu-
larly suitable for adapting 
to the individual require-
ments of each cash reg-
ister area.
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Ariva-S Dual Interval Scales
The Ariva-S dual interval scales for 
weighing at the cash register are 
the ideal solution for retailers who 
require a maximum permitted load 
of up to 15 kg and a very fine weight 
resolution for light goods at the 
same time. The Ariva-S is available 
either as a countertop model or as 
an optional version that can be built 

Quick and Easy to Use: 
Basic Scales
The simple way to precise 
results. METTLER TOLEDO offers 
a versatile range of compact 
basic scales for checkweighing 
or mobile use – including price-
computing versions.
 
 

into the countertop. Thanks to its 
robust cast aluminum housing and 
stainless-steel load plate, the Ariva-S 
meets even the toughest require-
ments of day-to-day operation at the 
cash register.

Further information: 
 www.mt.com/retail-ariva 

To find out more about basic 
scales for checkweighing in your 
cash register or self-service area, 
and to obtain order numbers, get 
in touch with your contact at 
METTLER TOLEDO.

Further information:
 www.mt.com/retail-basic
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Service and professional  
consulting throughout  
the entire service life  
of your weighing equipment. 
This is what METTLER 
TOLEDO Service stands for.

METTLER TOLEDO Service 
Experts You Can Rely on

METTLER TOLEDO makes it easy for 
you to keep your weighing technol-
ogy working perfectly throughout 
its service life. We can offer you 
an extensive range of services 
here – from installation and repair 
services, through product training, 
all the way up to preventive main-
tenance measures. Our objective is 
to guarantee maximum availability 
of your weighing technology. 

Uptime
Services from METTLER TOLEDO 
keep retailers up and running 
with immediate support and fast 
response times. You can rely 
on our expert services for remote 

Expertise 
METTLER TOLEDO supports 
retailers in increasing their revenue. 
Training sessions help staff learn 
how to make processes more 
efficient, increase their productivity, 
and ultimately increase sales. 

Individual and nearby 
These high standards of service 
provision and innovative main-
tenance concepts are available 
exclusively from METTLER TOLEDO. 
You benefit from a service network 
that spans multiple regions with 
expert local partners.

maintenance/diagnostics here, 
as well as our close-knit network 
of service engineers. 

Performance 
From preventive maintenance, 
through software adjustments, all 
the way up to complete asset man-
agement – METTLER TOLEDO offers 
services to help you get the most 
out of your weighing technology. 

Compliance
METTLER TOLEDO makes sure 
that all calibration schedules are 
observed and supports the calibra-
tion processes for your weighing 
technology. 
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Full-service contract 
Ultimate protection to ensure  
constant availability of your retail 
technology: repair services, spare 
parts, hotline access, remote ser-
vices, fixed response times, and 
regular preventive maintenance.

Service contract 
No compromises when service 
work is needed: repair services, 
spare parts, hotline access, remote 
services, and contractually agreed  
response times.

Hotline & remote services*
Immediate assistance via tele-
phone and remote access: access 
to the METTLER TOLEDO Service 
Hotline; remote maintenance via 
Remote Services.

Solutions Response times 
Calculable availability:  
re-establishing all functionalities 
of your equipment within  
an agreed timeframe. 

Software maintenance
The latest scale software: automatic 
software updates for retail scales 
from METTLER TOLEDO.

Customer-specific service modules
Individual service package tai-
lored to your requirements: your 
 METTLER TOLEDO contact will be 
happy to support you. 

You can find further information 
on METTLER TOLEDO Service at  
 www.mt.com/service

* Condition: use of InTouchSM Remote 
Services
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A film says more than a thousand words
Scan this QR code to see the latest 
weighing technology and visual sales 
promotion in action on METTLER TOLEDO 
Retail's YouTube channel.
www.youtube.com/mtretail


